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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

A pair of architecturally-significant and complimentary 
apartment towers to be developed in downtown Nash-
ville withinsteps of the exiting new AEG-Nashville Yards 
development.

A GENERATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
FOR PROGRAMMATIC DEVELOPMENT 
WITH NASHVILLE’S LEADING HIGH 
RISE DEVELOPER

Building upon prior successes with 
Cumberland, Viridian, Bennie-Dillon, 
Encore, SoBro and 505, GIARRATANA’s 
next generation of high rise towers will 
be concentrated around the exciting 
new, Nashville Yards – a spectacular new 
mixed-use development by Southwest 
Value Partners and AEG. 

Within steps of new headquarters 
buildings of Amazon, Asurion, HCA 
and AllianceBernstein that employ well 
over 10,000 highly-paid professionals 
and easily walkable to downtown Nash-
ville’s cultural, sports and entertainment 
venues, retail and grocery stores, and 
significant public and private employers.



NASHVILLE MARKET

#1 Metro for Economic Strength   
   - Policom

#1 Wage Growth in the United States 
   - Payscale

#2 Hottest Job Market in the United 
States
   - WSJ

#2 Fastest Growing Job Market in the 
US 2019
   - BLS

#2 Forecast Effective Rent Growth 2020 
IPA, RealPage, CoStar

$10 Billion invested in MSA since 2011 
   - TN Dept. of Economic
     Development

CONTEXT

Historically home to movie theaters and department stores, Church Street 
has seen a complete reinvention. Pioneering residential high-rises have 
ushered in a new era of downtown living. Today, Church is downtown’s 
thriving local heart.

A spate of neighboring mixed-use developments are on the horizon and 
a group of major corporate headquarters promise 10,000 new jobs in 
the next two years. 801 and 900 are ideally located to serve downtown’s 
new residents and is poised to impress with its striking silhouette.

PERSONALITY ATTRIBUTES

Enticing            We command interest and spark imagination with       
            truly distinctive design.

Neighborly            Eminently walkable and centrally located, we offer 
             residents a truly modern, urban lifestyle.

Future-Facing           Youthful and optimistic, we’re excited about what’s 
                       next for Nashville.

Aspirational            Polished and prominent, we’re a headquarters for 
             those who aim high and work hard.

Social             Lively and lighthearted, we’ve created communal  
            spaces that foster connection and encourage 
            crossed paths.
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Personality Attributes

We command interest and spark 
imagination with truly distinctive 
design.

Enticing

Eminently walkable and centrally 
located, we offer residents a truly 
modern, urban lifestyle.

Neighborly

Youthful and optimistic, we’re excited 
about what's next for Nashville.

Future-Facing

Polished and prominent, we’re a 
headquarters for those who aim high and 
work hard. 

Aspirational

Lively and lighthearted, we’ve created 
communal spaces that foster connection 
and encourage crossed paths.

Social

Considerations
• Nods toward our neighboring corporate headquarters. 

• Connects with our architecturally stimulating design.

Target Audiences

Primary | The Enthusiastic Arrival 
Recently relocated, he is raring to strike out and 
explore his new home—from NHL games to 
trips to the museum to a packed concert 
calendar. He’s looking for a home that’s in the 
heart of the action, a commanding view, and a 
lively community of likeminded peers who share 
his sense of exploration and excitement. 

“Living at Alcove means living right above things I 
can't wait to explore.”

Secondary | The Exacting Engineer 
Methodical and clever, she is all about maximizing 
her quality of life through decision-making. She 
wants a cutting-edge home that gets the details 
right, eliminates her commute time, and plugs her 
into a vibrant community of similarly ambitious 
young people. 
 
“Alcove checks all of my boxes, exceeds my expectations, 
and helps me feel connected.”

Differentiation

• A hive of activity: stellar shared spaces [terraces, 
rooftop, pool] that create a sense of community and 
excitement. 

• Skyward mobility: an architecturally stunning high-
rise that capitalizes on density and walkability.

Competitive / Comparative Set
Rationale

Alcove is the residential high-rise 
known for delivering the total 
package.

Historically home to movie theaters and department 
stores, Church Street has seen a complete reinvention. 
Pioneering residential high-rises have ushered in a new era 
of downtown living. Today, Church is downtown’s thriving 
local heart. 

A spate of neighboring mixed-use developments are on the 
horizon and a group of major corporate headquarters 
promise 10,000 new jobs in the next two years. Alcove is 
ideally located to serve downtown’s new residents and is 
poised to impress with its striking silhouette.

Context
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Context

TARGET AUDIENCES

Primary | The Enthusiastic Arrival
Recently relocated, he is raring to strike out and 
explore his new home—from NHL games to trips 
to the museum to a packed concert calendar. He’s 
looking for a home that’s in the heart of the action, 
a commanding view, and a lively community of 
like-minded peers who share his sense of explor-
ation and excitement. 

 “Living at 801 and 900 means living right above 
things I can’t wait to explore.”

Secondary | The Exacting Engineer
Methodical and clever, she is all about maximizing 
her quality of life through decision-making. She 
wants a cutting-edge home that gets the details 
right, eliminates her commute time, and plugs her 
into a vibrant community of similarly ambitious 
young people.

 “801 and 900 checks all of my boxes, exceeds my 
expectations, and helps me feel connected.” 



AN EXPLORABLE 
NEIGHBORHOOD

Located where historic Church 
Street meets innovative 
Nashville Yards, 801 and 900 
connects residents with both 
the city’s local heart and its 
newest chapter. Our neighbors 
include Amazon’s Operations 
Center for Excellence, a brand 
new Whole Foods Market, an 
AEG-developed entertainment 
district, and the elegant Grand 
Hyatt Hotel. Looking to live 
locally? You counldn’t find a 
better place to do it.
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  INVESTMENT FOCUS

OVERALL SITE PLAN

NASHVILLE YARDS 
8 STORY OFFICE BUILDING

NASHVILLE YARDS 
43 STORY RESIDENTIAL 

TOWER 1

NASHVILLE YARDS 
8 STORY RESIDENTIAL

 BUILDING

NASHVILLE YARDS 
53 STORY RESIDENTIAL 

TOWER 2

801 CHURCH

900 CHURCH
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OVERALL SECTION    

ENVIABLE SHARED SPACES

801 and 900’s residents enjoy access to 
an array of astounding shared spaces that 
enrich quality of life, encourage crossed 
paths, and ensure lasting impressions. 
Our lively roof deck features a club room, 
a fitness center with a dedicated yoga 
space, and two pools–including one 
glass-bottom, overhanging option for 
the brave and bold. 900’s are breath-
taking75-foot tall shared terraces that 
are sure to become some of Nashville’s 
most notable places to gather.  

OVERALL SECTION    



ENTREPRENUERIAL SNAPSHOT  |  801 & 900 CHURCH STREET 

Property Overview

        801               900              Total
Apartment Units      

Average SF / Unit      

Average Rent / Month      

Average Rate / SF      

Total Apartment SF      

Investor Returns

             801                       900                       Total
Cash In             

Cash Out          

Multiple            

IRR             

Sponsor Returns

             801                       900                       Total
Cash In             

Cash Out          

Multiple            

IRR             

Development Budget

                801                        900                 Total
Land        

Hard Cost          

Soft Cost          

Contingency           

Financing           

Total           

Cost Per SF           

Cost Per Unit           

Return Summary   

                801                        900                 Total 
Stabilized Annual Revenue         

Stabilized Annual Expenses     

Senior Debt Service          

Stabilized Annual Cash Flow     

Sales Proceeds               

Closing Costs (1.5%)        

Net Sales Proceeds          

Apartment Operating Cash Flow    

Less: Debt Retirement         

Less: Return of Equity Contributions    

Projected Equity Cash Flows     

Levered Equity IRR      

Equity Multiple          

INSTITUTIONAL SNAPSHOT  |  801 & 900 CHURCH STREET 
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A WORKABLE LOCATION

As downtown Nashville continues to 
flourish as a future-facing and pedestrian-
friendly environment, 801 and 900 are an 
ideal launchpad for a life without driving.
Surrounded by world-class entertain-
ment, a thriving culinary scene, and up-
scale grocery options, you’ll always be a 
short walk from everything worth doing. 
Stroll down to Bridgestone Arena for a 
Predators game, roam to the Ryman for 
live music, or wander to the Frist on foot. 
The only ride you’ll need take is 
the elevator. 



REMARKABLE ARCHITECTURE

Designed by influential Chicago
architects Goettsch Partners, 801 
and 900 are a marvel of geometry, 
engineering, and imagination. A 
true standout in Nashville’s skyline. 
These dramatically stacked forms 
create incredible views. 



TONY GIARRATANA  |  TONY@GIARRATANA.COM  |   615.512.0559


